
Life has a way of seeming unreal when you get to the bottom 
of it. But there’s nothing more unreal than FreeMarket. 
Fact is, this place shouldn’t work. No laws? No wealth? 
A system based around cooperation, mutual respect 
and friendship? We’ve seen constructs like this before, 
and although they start out as communist wonderlands, 
things always turn sour. Broken. Poisoned. Always. I’d 
lived through a war, seen hunger and desperation. Spent 
sixteen years buried alive in a miserable world of red dirt, 
xenophobia and hard labor. My parents were ore miners. 
The only reason I was born was to work alongside them, 
and when I got older, to care for them in their fi nal years. It 
wasn’t long in coming. Mars is not kind to our species.

FreeMarket might as well be Oz, the way people talk 
about it. And despite the news feeds and articles and 
video footage and fi rst-hand accounts, those myths and 
legends persist: The station is run by a tyrannical AI that 
holds people hostage within its machine theocracy; 
murder and rape are used by the strong to dominate the 
weak; everyone without connections sleeps in coffi n-sized 
chambers and is fed drugs and pornography to keep them 
dull and complacent; life is so devalued that cloned bodies 
are used as living organ farms. I remember boarding 
the lifeboat from Garuda Station, repeating the mantra: 
They’re just stories; life will be better. As I went under for 
the long journey, as darkness closed in and existence 
narrowed to a bright white dot, the mantra continued: 
Life will be better. Life will be better. 
I’d spent time on orbitals in the past, but FreeMarket Station 
is so much bigger. A good four times the size of Liberty 
back in Earth’s L5, but the same gray metal skeleton, the 
same spoked wheel. It was impressive as hell and a pretty 
sight for someone who spent a good portion of a six-year 
fl ight sound asleep. And I’ll tell you right now: When 
those shuttle bay doors opened and I fl oated into that 
space station, I thought I’d died and this was some kind 
of paradisiacal afterlife. 

Everything was familiar. Everything was different. 

Some kind of hovering robot towed me through zero-g from 
chamber to chamber where I was registered, processed, 
disinfected and implanted with my key. The drones were 
angels taking me from white room to white room, talking 
to the saints one by one. Prerecorded messages delivered 
by virtual agents. For biosecurity reasons, it was a few 
days before I was allowed to leave and meet some actual 
human beings.

Born on the red planet, I’d never been to Earth, but I 
spent my youth inundated by a constant feed of images 
and sounds from my parents’ world. Despite the fact that 
I grew up on Mars, trapped within bunkers of rust-colored 
concrete, I was well acquainted with the concept of a city. 
Or rather, I thought I was. This wasn’t anything I’d ever 
seen. No grids of traffi c. No ordered blocks of buildings. 
No easily identifi ed patterns. FreeMarket’s ring was an 
infi nite city of staggering life, chaos, movement, light and 
sound. People of every color, every culture. Some cultures 
I’d never seen before. A multilegged thing the size of a cat 
scurried across my foot as I stood there, mouth open and 
eyes transfi xed by the light show in my peripheral vision. 
Information overload, my brain numbed to the waves of 
names, numbers and possibilities pouring through my eyes 
into my newly installed key.

I remember my heart monitor beeping in my ears, the 
display in my key fl ashing orange as my pulse quickened. 
To escape the crowds, I ducked into a small shop that 
made prawn dumplings. The man behind the counter 
poured me a cup of chrysanthemum tea and offered me a 
selection of snacks. I put my back to the entrance to block 
out that ouroboros of humanity and spoke to this one man 
for over two hours. Just him and me, eating dumplings, 
drinking tea and talking.

Turns out we knew the same people. I wasn’t surprised at 
the improbability of our meeting. The farther you go from 
home, the more likely you are to meet someone you know. 
He’d been here a few years now, running the dumpling 
place on his own. Before that, an electrician back on the 

Big Red. When I asked him how much I owed him for the 
food he looked at me like I was crazy. He said I could do 
one better than pay for anything.

“It’s just me and I have space for more people. You’re like 
me, not afraid of hard work. I could use another pair of 
hands.” I told him I had no experience making food. He 
just laughed. “You’re on FreeMarket. You have plenty of 
time to learn.” 

I didn’t know what else to say, so I said, “Yes.” 

My profi le updated as we spoke. It 
listed me as a member of Momo 

MRCZ, followed by a friend 
request from “Tam Vo.” 
Tam smiled and bowed, 
clasping his hands 
together. I accepted.  
A new friend. Life will 
be better.
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